Zero Trust – Solution Brief

Trust
No One

WHY FIREMON?
Intelligent Policy
Automation safely and
effectively commands
security policies and
reduces risk for Zero Trust

Continuous Security for
Zero Trust Networks

Performance at Scale
gives you the power
to ingest and search
petabytes of data with
zero degradation

THE CHALLENGE: ‘Trust’ is a vulnerability;
get rid of it.

Open APIs integrate with
your other Zero Trust
technologies for seamless
management

Trust, in and of itself, is a vulnerability. When network systems
have a free pass, it only takes one single compromised host to
bring it all crashing down. Zero Trust is a framework to guard
networks from attacks and eliminate long dwell times that lead
to the inevitable breach.
Security teams scramble to implement Zero Trust but are
blindsided by the overwhelming management challenge. If in
the traditional model, managing thousands of ACLs and rules
is tough, what do you do when you have millions?

Traffic Flow Analysis

Specific challenges include:

take action to restore security.

•

Architectural clutter limits visibility

•

Weak security controls, too many vulnerabilities

•

Not enough personnel to manage it all

•

Compliance failures from an expanding rulebase

Get inside the network traffic,
understand the effects of rules and

Attack Simulation
Combine vulnerability data with
Zero Trust policies to score your
risks, model the paths to exploit and
automatically adapt security.

THE SOLUTION: Central Command with Robust APIs
FireMon’s platform gives security teams one place to orchestrate their entire Zero Trust
network. Extensive APIs and far-reaching technology integrations give enterprises a
unified model for attack simulation, sub-second reporting, real-time compliance checks
and single-click automation for network changes.
By combining vulnerability management, compliance and orchestration, FireMon stands
apart as the only policy management suite capable of commanding Zero Trust security.
Zero Trust, delivered.
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THE FIREMON DIFFERENCE
Continuous Security for the Zero Trust Enterprise

STEP ONE

STEP TWO

STEP THREE

Vulnerability Management

Continuous Compliance

Orchestration

Every new Zero Trust segment generates
new vulnerabilities, but attack simulation
shows you which weak spots you should
prioritize first.

With more segments come more
compliance fail points. Instantly safeguard
every stitch of the Zero Trust network
with real-time compliance reporting.

Manual processes shatter in a Zero Trust
network. Orchestrate all your security
controls across the Zero Trust network
from one central command center.

Attack path simulation gives you the
viewpoint of the bad actor, so you can
visualize the segmented attack surface
and take action. Compromised? Shut
down east-west traffic and isolate
network segments with automated
policy change.

FireMon gives you industry standard
controls (NIST, PCI DSS, HIPAA, ISO
and others) along with a library of 350+
controls you can tailor to your compliance
needs. Real-time compliance checks are
the only way to ensure your Zero Trust
network is always audit-ready.

FireMon automates and orchestrates your
security controls from intent and design
to implementation and decommissioning.
Automated risk reviews and rule
recommendations put the process on rails,
a requirement when Zero Trust becomes
the new normal.

Zero Trust
Visibility
FireMon’s full set of
APIs gives you complete
integration and total
visibility across the Zero
Trust network.

350+
Custom Controls

100%
API-Based Platform

Continuous
Compliance
FireMon gives you
unrivaled compliance
in a Zero Trust network
with instant checks and
reviews for every rule,
every security control.

Centralized
Control
From a single console,
FireMon commands
security to every fiber
of the Zero Trust fabric,
leaving nothing to chance
and nothing out of reach.
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Console,
Global Control

Performance
At Scale
Reduce risk with subsecond discovery and
real-time monitoring for
every corner of the Zero
Trust network.

